
Materials

•Size 1 ivory bugles 
•Size 2 ivory bugles 
•Size 15° ivory seed beads or charlottes 
•2 size 6° ivory seed beads 
•Size B white or ivory beading thread 
•Toggle clasp, or clasp of your choice

Notions
•Size 12° long beading needle 
•Scissors

In February, in the depths of a long, cold Connecticut
winter, I found the music of Diana Krall. I was
enchanted and transported to a place that was
sophisticated, where people thought about emotions
and feelings instead of shoveling the driveway, and
where it was, above all, warm. Then, being a bead-
worker, I started to think about what kind of jewelry
you would want to wear in this place that was warm,
yet really cool, and just so much better. The ivory-
toned jewelry shown here was inspired by these
thoughts, but the technique will work equally well for
styles that are suitable for other climes. I used right-
angle weave for the pendant. With bugles in two
sizes, it is possible to create any number of shapes
and configurations. I used 15°s between the bugles
to serve two purposes. One is to add a bit of color to
the austerity of the ivory, and the other is much more
practical: to keep the sharp bugles from slicing the
thread. The directions are for a small pendant but
once you've mastered the technique, it's easy to
make a pendant as you go along. That's the free-form
part. What keeps the pendant sophisticated and
understated is that it's divided along an imaginary
vertical axis whose two sides are mirror images. In
this way, no matter how complex the design becomes, it won't be too busy or overwhelming.

Pendant 

Step 1:Using about a yard of thread and leaving a 6" tail, string one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, one
15°, one long bugle, one 15°, and one long bugle to add a total of eight beads on your thread.

Step 2: PT all eight beads to make a foundation circle. PT all again to reinforce. Exit from the next bugle. For the rest
of the piece, the thread will always exit through a bugle. Be careful to pull the thread straight so you don't slice it on the
bugle.

Step 3: String one 15°, one short bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°. All additions
of beads from this point will begin and end with the “buffer” 15°s (Figure 1). Make a loop by bringing the thread
through the opposite end of the bugle from which the working thread exits.
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Step 4: Rep Step 3 until the thread exits from the first short bugle added in the prev step.

Step 5: Add one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one short bugle and one 15° ( Figure 2). PT the bugle that forms the
second point of the original diamond. String one 15° and PT the first short bugle added in Step 3. The junction of the
three 15°s will give you three conjoining diamonds with the thread exiting from a short bugle (Figure 3). PT the closest
15°, the next bugle, the next 15°, and exit from the next bugle.

Step 6: String one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°. PT the opposite end of the bugle from
which the thread exits to form a loop. PT the next 15° and long bugle, with the thread exiting from the long bugle (Fig-
ure 4).

Step 7: String one 15°, one short bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°. PT the oppo-
site end of the bugle from which the thread exits and form a loop. PT beads in this set until you exit from the last short
bugle added in this Step. String one 15° and PT the adjacent bugle of the first diamond formed.

Step 8: String one 15°, one short bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. PT the short bugle last added in Step 7
to form a loop (Figure 5). PT beads in this set until the thread exits from the last short bugle added in this step.

Step 9: String one 15° and PT the adjacent short bugle of the diamond. PT beads until you exit from the last short
bugle added in Step 8.

Step 10: String one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one short bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. PT the bugle
from which the thread exits to form a loop (Figure 6). String one 15° and PT the short bugle of the left-hand diamond
in the prev step.

Step 11: String one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°. PT the long bugle of the prev step,
through the last 15° added, and through the short bugle of the upper right-hand diamond. PT beads until you exit from
the short bugle added in this step.

Note: If you look carefully at your work now, you will see that at every junction of bugles, the number of 15°s should
match the number of bugles. This is a way to tell if you've added 15°s at the appropriate times.

Step 12: String one 15°, one short bugle, one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°. PT the bugle from which the thread
exits to form a loop. PT beads until the thread exits from the first bugle added in this step.

Step 13: String one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°. PT the bugle the thread exits
from. PT beads until the thread exits from the first bugle added in this step. String one 15° and PT the short bugle of
the diamond on the far left side of the second row.

Step 14: String one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°. PT the short bugle immediately opposite to form a triangle
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(Figure 7). Exit from the short common bugle of the last triangle formed and the far-left diamond of the second row.

Step 15: String one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. PT the bugle from which the thread
exits. PT beads to exit from the second long bugle added in this step. String one 15° and PT the long bugle that forms
the bottom of the far left diamond in the second row.

Step 16: String one 15° and PT the long bugle that forms the bottom of the next diamond in the bottom row. String one
15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. PT the far left end of the bottom bugle of the far left row.

Step 17: PT beads until you exit the bottom right bugle of the diamond just formed. String one 15°, one long bugle,
one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. PT the other end of the bugle from which the thread
exits.

Step 18: PT beads until you exit from the right top bugle of the diamond just formed. String one 15°. PT the bottom
bugle of the second diamond from the right in the prev row. String one 15°. PT the bugle immediately to the right.
String one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. PT the top right bugle of the diamond previously formed.

Step 19: PT beads (through bugles and 15°s; do not cross between 15°s) until you exit from the bottom of the far right
short bugle in the top row. Using the technique learned so far, duplicate the triangles formed on the other side of the
piece, until your work looks like Figure 8.

Step 20: String one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. PT the left bugle of the lower right-
hand triangle. PT beads until you exit from the lower left-hand bugle of the diamond just formed.

Step 21: String one 15°, one bugle, one 15°, one bugle, and one 15°. PT the bottom right bugle of the central diamond
in the prev row. As you PT the diamond, add one 15° after that bugle.

Step 22: PT the bottom left bugle of the diamond just formed. String one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one short
bugle, one 15°, one short bugle, and one 15°. PT the last bugle to form a loop.

Step 23: PT beads until you exit from the top left bugle of the diamond just formed. String one 15°, one long bugle,
one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. Using the technique learned, form a diamond, remembering to insert one 15°
between the bottom left bugle of the central diamond of the prev row and the top left bugle of the central bottom dia-
mond.

Step 24: Add 15°s at the intersections of the bugles; to form the bottom, add one 15°, one bugle, and one 15°. Attach-
ing the Strap. To attach the strap PT the beads so you *exit from the upper triangle on the left-hand side. Make another
triangle by adding one 15°, one long bugle, one 15°, one long bugle, and one 15°. After you have brought the thread
up the far left bugle, add a size 6° bead and two size 15° seed beads to begin the herringbone-stitched strap. PBT the
size 6° bead, down the right bugle of the two added, back around the beads and pass up through the size 6°. String
two size 15° beads. Pass down through the size 6°, back around the beads and pass up through one of the 15°
beads. Work in herringbone stitch for the desired length to make half a necklace strap and attach one side of the
clasp. Remember to add a few beads to the bar side of the toggle so that it can bend to go through the loop side. Rep
from * for the other side.
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Janet Francis is a self-taught beadworker who lives in Connecticut. She beads in spite of being surrounded by two full-
time daughters, one part-time daughter, a husband, five cats, and a German Shepherd.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw



